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Champlain College offers
A “RADICALLY PRAGMATIC” EDUCATION
FULLY EMBEDDED, IMMERSIVE & COURSE-INTEGRATED PROGRAM OF IL INSTRUCTION REACHING EVERY STUDENT
Information Literacy as a College Competency
Information Literacy and Integrative Learning
How do we direct this learning towards **MAKING CHANGE?**
INTEGRATIVE THINKING AS A PARADIGM
EDUCATION

Where it can and does happen
Intertwining learning and advocacy

PRACTITIONER
ADVOCACY
Knowledge as an act of service
REAL WORLD

critical information literacy
GENDER INEQUALITY
as perpetuated through information
Reviewer’s conclusion: we should get a man’s name on MS to improve it (male colleagues had already read it) (2/4)

It would probably also be beneficial to find one or two male biologists to work with (or at least obtain internal peer review from, but better yet as active co-authors), in order to serve as a possible check against interpretations that may sometimes be drifting too far away from empirical evidence into ideologically biased assumptions.
human trafficking for understanding from a local perspective
facilitating access to survivor stories not often heard
information literacy for SOCIAL JUSTICE
The use of TECHNOLOGY & INFORMATION to highlight issues of social justice
How Ferguson changed hearts and minds in America
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How Ferguson changed hearts and America
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Growing Share Views Racism as a ‘Big Problem’

How big a problem is racism in our society today? (%)


PEW RESEARCH CENTER
How do our professional lives inform & advance SOCIAL JUSTICE?
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